
From                     
ORDINARY INDIAN                              

to 
SUPER INDIAN 











MAKE 
SUCCESS 
YOURS



Your, our, his, her, and their PROBLEMS. 

SOLUTIONS are READY.                                

USE & PEAK to SUCCESS.                                

Ask for Answers for personal, individual, 

familial, local, regional, national, and global 

issues.                                                                      

You will get them.                                         

USE & CRUISE to PINNACLE of GLORY.



As per the PRACTICE of his   most 

affluent   JOINT FAMILY, NIRMAL  as a 

child started his education  in a Village 

Panchayat  School.                                               

His learning ability was less and 

naturally  he  was considered as a

திண்ணை 
பள்ளிக்கூடம்



His Government  High School                              

Class Teacher considered                                 

“NIRMAL”as“SUBNORMAL ”



Very long, English  was a  
distant dream  for Nirmal.                      

His “ENGLISH” was  “RUBBISH”



Nirmal scored so low marks , 
the tution teacher told   that 
“Nirmal brain has noting but 
raw clay”

CLAY BRAIN 



Nirmal was very fond of reading newspapers 
and periodicals  & the very rich JOINT FAMILY 
with a  Karta , three grandfathers & uncles and 
their siblings, will not buy and thought it not 
necessary                                                                                     
So at the age of 15, due to the desire to read   he 
became

“NEWSPAPER-BOY” 

FAILURES 
LURE



Nirmal lived in a mammoth very  rich joint family.                                         
His parents  had LIQUIDITY CRUNCH due to their 
being  part of  the JOINT FAMILY.                                                             
To  meet the expenses towards  the parents’ personal  
requirements, he, as High School student  was forced to 
look for income and he at the age of 15 along with his 
father became a                         

PETTY-SHOP-OWNER
due to                                                                                                                  

PETTY-MONEY-EARNER

FAILURES 
LURE



The zero balance of his 
father’s CASHBOOK 
made him a seller of                                     

FAILURES 
LURE



Thanks to my fellow Indians,                  

I became a SUPER INDIAN



MAHATMA GANDHI 

"Our ability to reach unity in diversity will be 
the beauty and the test of our civilization." ~ 

UNITY in DIVERSITY 





•We are in the   Disaster Age due to 
pollutions and consequent Climate Change. 
The atmosphere has no boundaries. Unless 
peoples of all nations as the citizens of the 
planet, our only  home come together, they 
will not survive. 



By nationality I am 
a patriotic  
INDIAN.  

I am a PROUD INDIAN 
and became                     

a Super Indian.                 
It is so easy for any 
Indian to become a 
Super Indian. Each 

Indian state teaches us 
a unique value or 

technique. You need to 
just emulate them to 
the extent possible. 

That is how I became 
Super Indian 



National Anthem rendered by Mrs. & Mr. Nirmal who 
are married for 50 years, celebrating 75th

Independence day in front of their Lord Krishna 
Temple in their FLAT 



By race, I am a happy    dark-skinned 
Dravidian. (SUDHRA VARNAM same as 

White Supremacy )



By language I am a very proud Tamilian 



By CASTE, I am a HUMAN BEING. Though I was born & the 
meaning I got in google  was Forward Caste, I am 24x 365 

hours practitioner of  சாதிமறுப்பு. My daughter, son, 

nieces all arranged Inter-caste marriages. Myself and 

my Brahmin friend V N Subrmaniam were responsible 

for over 50 intercaste marriages  



What is OPEN CATEGORY (OC)?



I Love my nation. 
I am Bharat M B Nirmal 















India MAP & MAHTMA GANDHI 
PICTURE 





I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt 

BUSINESS from GUJARATIS



MUKESH AMBANI

– Reliance Industries 
Limited (RIL)

DILIP SANGHVI –
Sun Pharmaceuticals GAUTAM ADANI –

Adani Group

SUDHIR MEHTA –
Torrent Group

SAMIR MEHTA –
Torrent Group

UDAY KOTAK –
Kotak Mahindra Bank

I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt 

BUSINESS from GUJARATIS



I got 
Outstanding Indian Award 

from Gujrat in 1992











I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt to be a 

THINKER, WRITER and  a THEATRE 

LOVER from WEST BENGAL



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt to be a 

THINKER, WRITER and  a THEATRE 

LOVER from BENGALIS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt                        

HARD WORK,  from PUNJABIS



Sikhs & Indian Defence  
Sikhs are                         

HUMAN HIMALAYAS

I am a SUPER-INDIAN. 

Learnt  SACRIFICE & 

fight for NATION                   

from PUNJABIS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt  SPIRIT of

SPORTS   from PUNJABIS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt  

SPIRITUALISM   from BIHARIS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt  

INNOVATION  & ORIGINATION                      

from BIHARIS

EMPEROR 

ASHOKA 
CHANAKYA ARYA BHATA 

VATSAYANA 

KAMA SUTRA



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt  ART  of Becoming 

a Leader ( CREATING PRIME MINISTERS)   from 

UP   



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt  HEROISM  

from MAHARASHTRIANS   



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt 

importance of LITERACY &

HYGIENE   from MALAYALEES 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt to be  

HEARTY with LIVELINESS from MPians 

i.e. people of Madhya Pradesh 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt to be  

FRIENDLY  with full of  WARMTH                                         

from KASHMIRIS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt to be  

ECONOMY FIRST & BEST from HARYANVIs  



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt to   

CULTURE & HERITAGE from ODISHIANS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt  Loyalty, Integrity & Bravery          

from RAJPUTS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt TRADE / CHARITY/ 

VEGETARIANISM from MARWARIS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt NATIVE INTELLIGENCE from 
JHARKHANDANS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt HOW to SELL TOURISM                 

from GOANS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt COURAGE & RISK TAKING 

(Hospitality & Music)                                      

from TELUGUS



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt MISSIONARY ZEAL from the 

TELUGUS OF TELANGANA   



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt UNITY & CONFLUNCE of CULTURES 

from the KANADIGAS



Learnt Banking from the Cradle of 

Indian Banking  South Canara



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt the Beauty of ETHNICITY & 

IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMS   

from the SEVEN SISTER STATES



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                    

Learnt  BROAD MINDEDNESS  

from the TAMILS. Half the Chief Ministers 

were not TAMILS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt                                   

POLITICS 

from the DELHIITES of DELHI 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt BROADMINDEDNESS  

& the   FRENCH UNIFORMITY 

from the TAMILS of PUDUCHERRY



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                   

I learnt  ORDERLINESS      

from MUMBAIKARS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt  
MOTHERLINESS    from CHENNAIVASIS 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.  I learnt 
MAGIC OF  THINKING BIG   from the 

very small population of  PARSIS





I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                   
Learnt  NEVER SAY DIE ATTITUDE     

from SINDHIS world over 



Hindu Religion silently has become 
an International Hindu Religion , 

thanks to Sri Lankan Hindus 
(Hinduites) who practise positive  & 

inclusive  Hinduism   







I am a SUPER-INDIAN. Learnt HURDLES are STEPPING 

STONES from  the Tamils  of JAFFNA. WORLD OVER they 

have Globalised the HINDU religion by constructing 800 

temples including in  Sri Lanka. Through them & 

integrating them, Hindu Religion now Global Religion 



I am a SUPER-INDIAN.                                          
I learnt JEEVA KARUNYA & 

BENEVOLENCE from                                 
JAINS all over India



Leant the forceful Offence & 
shatterproof  Defence from Gorkha 

Brigade 



Leant from India’s  Tibetans 

Bhuddist Meditation 



I was made Tamilnadu Terapanth as President of Tamilnadu ANUVRAT Samiti. I was the 1st

Non Jain to be given that Honour. 
A Jain Guru Sadhvi-shri declared that I am more Jain than Jains.  

'Speciesism' is the idea that being human is a good enough reason for human 

animals to have greater moral rights than non-human animals. ... a prejudice 

or bias in favour of the interests of members of one's own species and against 

those of members of other species. Peter Singer, Animal Liberation

SPECIESISM CRUELISM                                                       
the assumption of human superiority leading to the exploitation of 

animals.





Marco Polo in Pandiyan Kingdom



Pandian  King’s rule 

Pandian King’s rule was remarkable in many 
regards, including their culture, Heritage, 
benevolence, hospitality, ethics, law & order.  
But something that was not commensurate with 
their plus points was that they were constantly 
warring with their neighbouring kingdoms, also 
Tamils. 



Not seeing eye to eye 

•I thought, "not seeing eye to eye" is the 
essential characteristic of the people of Tamil 
Nadu. Hence all their problems.                                      
•I  decided long ago to be a common 
denominator for Tamils of  various categories / 
political parties and a unifying force. So if they are 
Jasmin flowers, I will serve as banana fiber and 
make them a beautiful garland, was my decision. 



Our family  loves Bengalis 

My Father’s name same 

NIRMAL BASU 

(My Name) 

My elder 
sister's name

LATHA 
Durga’s 

another 

name 

My youngest sister’s name is another 
name of Durga Devi



I named my 
daughter ANITA 

I named my son 
as MANOJ 

My nephew was 
named as KAPIL

My cousin  was 
named as DILIP



My sister’s name 
Latha

My couin’s name 
Usha 

My another Cousin’s 
name Asha

Our HOMES have India within 





Award for success achieved in conceptualizing and successfully 
implementing Clean India,  changed by you as Swachh Bharat   



In a conversation with popular Facebook page 
Humans of Bombay, Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi has revealed how he became a full-time 
pracharak of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh 
(RSS) while cleaning its Ahmedabad office, 
preparing tea and food for colleagues and washing 
utensils.

https://indianexpress.com/about/facebook/
https://indianexpress.com/about/narendra-modi/
https://indianexpress.com/section/cities/ahmedabad/


The Kuru clan mentioned in Mahabharata is 

a Bhāratas clan which is a sub-clan of 

the Puru clan.[7] He is both mentioned the 
epic Mahabharatā and Rigveda

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuru_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bharatas_(tribe)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pururavas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bharata_(Mahabharata)#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahabharata


Name. According to the Oxford English 

Dictionary, the term subcontinent signifies a 

"subdivision of a continent which has a 

distinct geographical, political, or cultural 

identity" and also a "large land mass somewhat 

smaller than a continent".

Why is it called subcontinent?



The changing map of India from 1 AD to the 20th century

Battles were fought, territories 

were drawn and re-drawn. An 

amateur historian has caught 

these shifts in a series of maps.





India’s history is speckled with the ruins of empires. Kingdoms have 
periodically risen here, expanded and fallen, reshaping with them the 
region’s culture and identity.

Amateur historian Thomas Lessman, who has been researching world 
history for over 20 years, has created a series of maps of India showing 
these shifts from 1 AD till the rule of the Delhi Sultanate. On 
his website Lessman says he “became frustrated while researching history 
because it's hard to find great maps. The best maps are in books that cost 
more than I make in a week... So I realised if I want free World History 
Maps, I’d have to make them myself”.

The maps provide a vivid history tour. They start from the time the Sakas 
or Indo-Scythians firmly established their presence in India.



Indo-Greeks ruled India for 
over two centuries, during 
which time the fusion of 
Indian and Hellenistic 
influences flourished. This 
map shows the Indo-
Parthian rule and the Indo-
Synthian kingdom. The Indo-
Scythians were descendents
of the Scythians who had 
migrated from southern 
Siberia and displaced the 
Indo-Greeks.



The Kushan Empire was founded 
under Kujula Kadphises but it was 
under his grandson, the Buddhist 
emperor Kanishka, that it 
reached its peak. Kanishka 
expanded the kingdom till as far 
as Varanasi and captured areas in 
present-day China.



This was the period of the domination of the Gupta Empire, referred to by some as the Golden Age of 
India. During this time, literature, art, astronomy and math flourished in the region and much of the 
subcontinent was unified under one kingdom. The Huna Empire extended from parts of eastern Iran to 
northwestern India. This proximity is the reason why, some believe, the Huna tribe finds a mention in the 
Mahabharata.





After the collapse of the Gupta Empire, a minor line of the clan 
ruled in Magadha. Down south, the Kalabhras kingdom 
crumbled.





The Chalukyas ruled southern and central India from the 6th century 
to the 12th century. Kannada and Telugu literature thrived in this era, 
as did Chalukyan architecture. In the north, the Chachas dynasty 
began ruling over Sindh by 700 AD.



The Gurjar-Pratihara dynasty, in 900 AD, spread its 
kingdom from Rajasthan to the east in India. 
Meanwhile, the Deccan was under the Rashtrakuta
dynasty.





The Ghaznavid Empire gradually moved in and conquered India and 
later the Delhi Sultanate, a Delhi-based Muslim kingdom that 
stretched over large parts of India from 1206–1526, the fall of which 
eventually led to the Mughal rule in the country.



By 1500 AD, the Rajput states had established 
their presence. The Vijayanagar Empire in the 
south was still strong.





Back then, the princely states 
covered 48% of the area of pre-
Independent India and 
constituted 28% of its 
population. While these 
kingdoms were not legally a part 
of British India, in reality, they 
were completely subordinate to 
the British Crown.



Blue Color Princely States 





















What is unity in diversity in India?



I am a 



We salute these two great Heroes who made 
one NATION called India, which was a 

subcontinent  comprising of  several hundred 
nations



a polite                  
expression                        

of praise   or                  
admiration.

a thing that                                 
contributes                                      

extra features                                     
to something else                                   

in such a way as to 
improve 



PAUSE, 
SEE & 
NOTE 

the 
CONTACT DETAILS 





“Do all the good you can,

By all the means you can,

In all the ways you can,

In all the places you can,

At all the times you can,

To all the people you can,
As long as ever you can.”

John Wesley 

“I shall pass this way but once; any good 

that I can do or any kindness I can show to 

any human being; let me do it now.                           

Let me not defer nor neglect it, for I shall 

not pass this way again”.

Stephen Grellet

Born: 17 June 1703, Epwort, 

Lincolnshire, United Kingdom

Died: 2 March 1791, London, 
United Kingdom

Born 2 November 1773,
Limoges, France                       
Died: 16 November 1855, New 
Jersey, United States

ExNoRans follow these   two                        

GOLDEN-QUOTES in  letter & spirit  







Nirmal’s 
7th Sense 


